We discuss a simple estimation approach for conditional random fields (CRFs). The approach is derived heuristically by defining a variant of the classic perceptron algorithm in spirit of pseudo-likelihood for maximum likelihood estimation. The resulting approximative algorithm has a linear time complexity in the size of the label set and contains a minimal amount of tunable hyper-parameters. Consequently, the algorithm is suitable for learning CRFbased part-of-speech (POS) taggers in presence of large POS label sets. We present experiments on five languages. Despite its heuristic nature, the algorithm provides surprisingly competetive accuracies and running times against reference methods.
Introduction
The conditional random field (CRF) model (Lafferty et al., 2001) has been successfully applied to several sequence labeling tasks in natural language processing, including part-of-speech (POS) tagging. In this work, we discuss accelerating the CRF model estimation in presence of a large number of labels, say, hundreds or thousands. Large label sets occur in POS tagging of morphologically rich languages (Erjavec, 2010; Haverinen et al., 2013) .
CRF training is most commonly associated with the (conditional) maximum likelihood (ML) criterion employed in the original work of Lafferty et al. (2001) . In this work, we focus on an alternative training approach using the averaged perceptron algorithm of Collins (2002) . While yielding competitive accuracy (Collins, 2002; Zhang and Clark, 2011) , the perceptron algorithm avoids extensive tuning of hyper-parameters and regularization required by the stochastic gradient descent algorithm employed in ML estimation (Vishwanathan et al., 2006) . Additionally, while ML and perceptron training share an identical time complexity, the perceptron is in practice faster due to sparser parameter updates.
Despite its simplicity, running the perceptron algorithm can be tedious in case the data contains a large number of labels. Previously, this problem has been addressed using, for example, k-best beam search (Collins and Roark, 2004; Zhang and Clark, 2011; Huang et al., 2012) and parallelization (McDonald et al., 2010) . In this work, we explore an alternative strategy, in which we modify the perceptron algorithm in spirit of the classic pseudo-likelihood approximation for ML estimation (Besag, 1975) . The resulting novel algorithm has linear complexity w.r.t. the label set size and contains only a single hyper-parameter, namely, the number of passes taken over the training data set.
We evaluate the algorithm, referred to as the pseudo-perceptron, empirically in POS tagging on five languages. The results suggest that the approach can yield competitive accuracy compared to perceptron training accelerated using a violation-fixed 1-best beam search (Collins and Roark, 2004; Huang et al., 2012) which also provides a linear time complexity in label set size.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the pseudo-perceptron algorithm and discuss related work. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe our experiment setup and the results, respectively. Conclusions on the work are presented in Section 5.
Methods

Pseudo-Perceptron Algorithm
The (unnormalized) CRF model for input and output sequences x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x |x| ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y |x| ), respectively, is written as
(1) where w denotes the model parameter vector, Φ the vector-valued global feature extracting function, φ the vector-valued local feature extracting function, and n the model order. We denote the tag set as Y. The model parameters w are estimated based on training data, and test instances are decoded using the Viterbi search (Lafferty et al., 2001 ).
Given the model definition (1), the parameters w can be estimated in a straightforward manner using the structured perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002) . The algorithm iterates over the training set a single instance (x, y) at a time and updates the parameters according to the rule w (i) = w (i−1) + ∆Φ(x, y, z), where ∆Φ(x, y, z) for the ith iteration is written as
by performing the Viterbi search over
In case the perceptron algorithm yields a small number of incorrect predictions on the training data set, the parameters generalize well to test instances with a high probability (Collins, 2002) . The time complexity of the Viterbi search is O(|x| × |Y| n+1 ). Consequently, running the perceptron algorithm can become tedious if the label set cardinality |Y| and/or the model order n is large. In order to speed up learning, we define a variant of the algorithm in the spirit of pseudolikelihood (PL) learning (Besag, 1975) . In analogy to PL, the key idea of the pseudo-perceptron (PP) algorithm is to obtain the required predictions over single variables y i while fixing the remaining variables to their true values. In other words, instead of using the Viterbi search to find the z as in (2), we find a z for each position i ∈ 1..|x| as z = arg max
Subsequent to training, test instances are decoded in a standard manner using the Viterbi search.
The appeal of PP is that the time complexity of search is reduced to O(|x| × |Y|), i.e., linear in the number of labels in the label set. On the other hand, we no longer expect the obtained parameters to necessarily generalize well to test instances. 1 Consequently, we consider PP a heuristic estimation approach motivated by the rather well-established success of PL (Korč and Förstner, 2008; Sutton and McCallum, 2009) . 2 Next, we study yet another heuristic pseudovariant of the perceptron algorithm referred to as the piecewise-pseudo-perceptron (PW-PP). This algorithm is analogous to the piecewise-pseudolikelihood (PW-PL) approximation presented by Sutton and McCallum (2009) . In this variant, the original graph is first split into smaller, possibly overlapping subgraphs (pieces). Subsequently, we apply the PP approximation to the pieces. We employ the approach coined factor-as-piece by Sutton and McCallum (2009) , in which each piece contains n + 1 consecutive variables, where n is the CRF model order.
The PW-PP approach is motivated by the results of Sutton and McCallum (2009) who found PW-PL to increase stability w.r.t. accuracy compared to plain PL across tasks. Note that the piecewise approximation in itself is not interesting in chainstructured CRFs, as it results in same time complexity as standard estimation. Meanwhile, the PW-PP algorithm has same time complexity as PP.
Related work
Previously, impractical running times of perceptron learning have been addressed most notably using the k-best beam search method (Collins and Roark, 2004; Zhang and Clark, 2011; Huang et al., 2012) . Here, we consider the "greedy" 1-best beam search variant most relevant as it shares the time complexity of the pseudo search. Therefore, in the experimental section of this work, we compare the PP and 1-best beam search.
We are aware of at least two other learning approaches inspired by PL, namely, the pseudo-max and piecewise algorithms of Sontag et al. (2010) and Alahari et al. (2010) , respectively. Compared to these approaches, the PP algorithm provides a simpler estimation tool as it avoids the hyper-parameters involved in the stochastic gradient descent algorithms as well as the regularization and margin functions inherent to the approaches of Alahari et al. (2010) and Sontag et al. (2010) . On the other hand, Sontag et al. (2010) show that the pseudo-max approach achieves consistency given certain assumptions on the data generating function. Meanwhile, as discussed in previous section, we consider PP a heuristic and do not provide any generalization guarantees. To our understanding, Alahari et al. (2010) do not provide generalization guarantees for their algorithm.
Experimental Setup
Data
For a quick overview of the data sets, see Table 1 .
Penn Treebank. The first data set we consider is the classic Penn Treebank. The complete treebank is divided into 25 sections of newswire text extracted from the Wall Street Journal. We split the data into training, development, and test sets using the sections 0-18, 19-21, and 22-24, according to the standardly applied division introduced by Collins (2002) .
Multext-East. The second data we consider is the multilingual Multext-East (Erjavec, 2010) corpus. The corpus contains the novel 1984 by George Orwell. From the available seven languages, we utilize the Czech, Estonian and Romanian sections. Since the data does not have a standard division to training and test sets, we assign the 9th and 10th from each 10 consecutive sentences to the development and test sets, respectively. The remaining sentences are assigned to the training sets.
Turku Dependency Treebank. The third data we consider is the Finnish Turku Dependency Treebank (Haverinen et al., 2013) . The treebank contains text from 10 different domains. We use the same data split strategy as for Multext East.
Reference Methods
We compare the PP and PW-PP algorithms with perceptron learning accelerated using 1-best beam search modified using the early update rule (Huang et al., 2012) . While Huang et al. (2012) experimented with several violation-fixing methods (early, latest, maximum, hybrid), they appeared to reach termination at the same rate in lang.
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POS tagging. Our preliminary experiments using the latest violation updates supported this. Consequently, we employ the early updates. We also provide results using the CRFsuite toolkit (Okazaki, 2007) , which implements a 1st-order CRF model. To best of our knowledge, CRFsuite is currently the fastest freely available CRF implementation. 3 In addition to the averaged perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002) , the toolkit implements several training procedures (Nocedal, 1980; Crammer et al., 2006; Andrew and Gao, 2007; Mejer and Crammer, 2010; Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2011) . We run CRFsuite using these algorithms employing their default parameters and the feature extraction scheme and stopping criterion described in Section 3.3. We then report results provided by the most accurate algorithm on each language.
Details on CRF Training and Decoding
While the methods discussed in this work are applicable for nth-order CRFs, we employ 1st-order CRFs in order to avoid overfitting the relatively small training sets.
We employ a simple feature set including word forms at position t − 2, . . . , t + 2, suffixes of word at position t up to four letters, and three orthographic features indicating if the word at position t contains a hyphen, capital letter, or a digit.
All the perceptron variants (PP, PW-PP, 1-best beam search) initialize the model parameters with zero vectors and process the training instances in the order they appear in the corpus. At the end of each pass, we apply the CRFs using the latest averaged parameters (Collins, 2002) to the development set. We assume the algorithms have converged when the model accuracy on development has not increased during last three iterations. After termination, we apply the averaged parameters yielding highest performance on the development set to test instances.
Test and development instances are decoded using a combination of Viterbi search and the tag dictionary approach of Ratnaparkhi (1996) . In this approach, candidate tags for known word forms are limited to those observed in the training data. Meanwhile, word forms that were unseen during training consider the full label set.
Software and Hardware
The experiments are run on a standard desktop computer. We use our own C++-based implementation of the methods discussed in Section 2.
Results
The obtained training times and test set accuracies (measured using accuracy and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) accuracy) are presented in Table 2 . The training CPU times include the time (in minutes) consumed by running the perceptron algorithm variants as well as evaluation of the development set accuracy. The column labeled it. corresponds to the number of passes over training set made by the algorithms before termination.
We summarize the results as follows. First, PW-PP provided higher accuracies compared to PP on Romanian, Czech, and Finnish. The differences were statistically significant 4 on Czech. Second, while yielding similar running times compared to 1-best beam search, PW-PP provided higher accuracies on all languages apart from Finnish. The differences were significant on Estonian and Czech. Third, while fastest on the Penn Treebank, the CRFsuite toolkit became substantially slower compared to PW-PP when the number of labels were increased (see Czech and Finnish). The differences in accuracies between the best performing CRFsuite algorithm and PP and PW-PP were significant on Czech.
Conclusions
We presented a heuristic perceptron variant for estimation of CRFs in the spirit of the classic
